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Article I. Introduction 

This report will evidence and explain the process for data warehouse 

implementation. The steps that have been undertaken supports the data warehouse 

requirements and reports which were created in part 1 (data warehouse design 

approach assignment) along with the incorporation of appropriate feedback.   

Article II. Data Collection and Cleansing (ETL) 

Section 2.01 Original Data Sets 

 
Datasets were created in SAS with the use of 
the import wizard task which allows SAS to 
automatically generate code. Three sources 
were used which created three SAS datasets, 
one for consultants from the Leeds branch, 
one for consultants from the Manchester 
branch and one for consultants from the 
Liverpool branch. The code for the imported 
data was then slightly modified to ensure the 
data would be stored in the PlaceU library as 
a pose to the temporary work library.   
 
The three tables with already a sufficient 
amount of populated data can be seen 
running successfully below.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Section 2.02 Star Schema 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Above is the star scheme that will be implemented, there will be three dimension 
tables, a time dimension, a location dimension and a consultant dimension, along 
with a rewards fact table which will have its own unique key as a pose to the original 
star scheme design which used a compound key made up of the primary keys from 
each of the three dimensions.   

 
To begin the implementation process, it was important to define the project library 
that would be used, so in the above example you can see the library placeu has 
been defined.  
 
The next stage of the process was to create the empty dimension tables and fact 
table using the proc sql command which can be seen in the screenshot below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 2.03 ETL  

 
The ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) process is probably the most important stage in 
the development of a data warehouse.  
 
The decision was made to manually insert data into the time dimension, however a 
sequence could have been used here for future additions, the code, output and log 
are as follows.  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Due to the consultant data coming from three different sources and having multiple 
data discrepancies it was important to use a staging area.  

 
The above code creates three stage tables for each of the three data sources and 
uses a function to concatenate the consultants first names with their surnames from 
two of the sources due to the consultant dimension having one field for name.  
 



A data step is then used to merge the cleaned data; however, it is important to note 
that at this stage we still have some missing values and the consultant id value is not 
yet unique.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Another data step is performed on the merged data in order to set up a sequence for 
the consultant id and ensure there are no missing values. The only missing values 
came from the consultant end date attribute so an ‘if then’ statement was used to 
ensure if the value was missing, todays date would be used as a substitute. This is 
using the logical assumption that if no end date was provided the consultant is still 
working for the company so as a tool for reporting, and to avoid any null values a 
‘today()’ function was used.   
 

 
After the extraction and transformation process was complete, the data could then 
be loaded into the consultant dimension, the output and log can be seen below.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
The next task was to do a similar thing for the location dimension due to the location 
information also being spread out over the three sources.  

 
Three stage tables was used for each of the three data sources to gather the 
location information, however due to multiple repeating values the ‘distinct’ statement 
was used to ensure only different values are returned.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
A data step was then used to merge the cleaned data and then load this data into 
the location dimension. A screenshot of the output can be found below.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
The next stage was to perform another clean on the three data sources to include 
not only the consultant data, but also the location id so we can identify which 
consultant works at which location when it comes to the fact table, the newly created 
table is called ‘all consultants remerged’ and the code can be found below.  
 
 



 



The fact staging area can now be created. 
 

 
The above code creates a fact stage table and gathers the consultant id, consultant 
start date and consultant end date from the consultant dimension, the location id 
from the location dimension and the time id from the time dimension.  
 
The measures for the fact table are also populated in this table with the use of the 
‘year()’ function to just take the year from the consultant start date, the ‘datdif’ 
function to determine the number of days the consultant has worked for the 
company, and the ‘intck’ function to determine the number of months and years the 
consultant has worked for the company.  
 



A join is then made on the consultant id from the consultant dimension and the 
consultant id from the all consultants remerged table, along with two other joins on 
the time dimension year and consultant start date with the use of the ‘year()’ 
function, and on the location id from the location dimension and the location id from 
the all consultants remerged table.  

 

A temporary fact table was then created which gathered the required values from the 
fact stage table and a data step was used to populate a sequence for the reward id 
and then load the data from the temporary table into the reward fact table. Ideally the 
data would be grouped by the reward id but due to this value not being in the 
temporary fact table and it being populated by a sequence SAS would not allow me 
to do this, so the decision was made to leave the rewards fact table being grouped 
by consultant id for the time being. The output and log for the reward fact can be 
found below.   
 
 
 

 

 



 

 



Article III. Data Analysis 

 

Due to the MD’s objectives which were defined in part 1 (data warehouse design 

approach assignment) a number of report have been produced in order to allow him 

to issue rewards to consultant.  

 

The first report looked at the number of consultants that have worked for the 

company for 5 or more years in the Leeds office in comparison to the Manchester 

and Liverpool offices. The code, log and results can be found below.  

 



 

Looking at all the consultants from all locations and their years of service a graph 

has been produced for easy analysis. The code, log and results can be found below.  



 



The next report that was produced was in order for the MD to view all the consultants 

that have started working for the company in the last year. The code, log and results 

can be found below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Looking again at all the consultants from all locations and their years of service a 

graph has been produced for easy analysis. However, this graph has split the 

consultants up by the different locations. The code, log and results can be found 

below.  

 

 



 



Article IV. OLAP Using Excel 

 

A detail table was loaded into Microsoft Access as you can see in the screenshot 

below. The dimensions and fact table was then created and populated with this data 

through a number of queries.  

 

Once the dimensions and fact table was created, relationships were formed like you 

can see in the screenshot below.  

 

The next stage was to create a query which would include relevant data required for 

online analytical processing (OLAP) using Microsoft Excel. Below you can see the 

results from the query. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This query data was then loaded into Excel and a pivot table was implemented to 

demonstrate ‘drill up’ and ‘drill down’. Below you can see the pivot table that was 

created which shows the consultants categorised by each location, along with their 

years of service.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A filter was applied which determines the consultants who no longer work for the 

company, this can be used to determine how many consultants no longer work for 

the company, how many years of service they did provide and what date they left.  

 

Sliders was also used as a quick and easy tool to control the values shown, for 

example if you wanted to determine any new starters you could click the number 1 

under the years of service tab which will pull up all consultants who have worked at 

the company for 1 year, the same could be done if wanting to determine the 

consultants who had worked at the company for 5 years, you would just click the 

number 5 under the years of service tab.   

Article V. Findings & Evaluation 

 
Above the results from the final data warehouse implementation can be seen. 

However due to the MD’s requirements that were captured during the planning stage 

along with his key defining business objectives, a scaled-down data warehouse 

known as a data mart was implemented in order to meet his demands and provide 

fast results with an outlook towards future expansion. (Hammergren and Simon, 

2009)  

 

This approach is successfully used and suggested, due to it having a focus on one 

ODS at a time, (Chenoweth, Corral and Demirkan, 2006) and along with it being 

known for its speed, it is also a cheap solution with less complexity and risk that a full 

scale data warehouse. (Hammergren and Simon, 2009)  

 

The same methodology that was initially outlined in the planning stage was used 

along with the ETL process, but just on a smaller scale than initially intended. The 

approach chosen was Ralph Kimball’s bottom-up approach which uses data marts 

as a starting point with the intention of generating multiple marts and then combining 

them to develop a data warehouse, at the moment the MD can only produce reports 

and queries on his consultants that work across the three branches, however a new 

data mart could be produced on his accounts and his contractors, or he could simply 

use the existing mart and add new dimensions. (Standen, 2008) 

 



The star schema technique which was developed by Ralph Kimball, and can be 

found above in section 2.02 uses a denormalized structure made up of dimension 

tables and a fact table in order for the MD to integrate reward schemes within his 

company. (Hammergren and Simon, 2009) 

 

As briefly mentioned above, the decision to use a surrogate key for the fact table 

was made in order to speed up the process of data retrieval and allow the data 

warehouse to store historic data. A surrogate key has been assigned in SAS with the 

use of a sequence, so although this ID has no meaning, it is always numeric and 

each time a new row is added, the program will automatically generate the next 

number in a sequence and assign this to the Reward ID.  (Kimball, 1998)  

 

As discussed in the planning phase the transformation stage in the ETL process was 

used to find any inconsistencies, duplicates or missing data. Staging areas was used 

in the data gap analysis in order to avoid damaging the raw data along with the 

dimensions and fact table, and SQL was used on attributes with missing data such 

as the consultant end date – this may be due to the fact that these consultants still 

work for the company, however to avoid null values in the queries and reports, 

todays date was generated and imputed in this field if it was missing.  

 

Transformation of the data is a process to clean the data in order to make it more 

meaningful when it comes to using the data to perform better business decisions. 

The most common field that requires data cleansing is the name and address field, 

and this was also the case with PlaceU. (Ballard et al, 1998)  

 

It was important to join the consultants first name along with their last name as the 

Manchester and Liverpool branches had two separate columns whereas the Leeds 

branch had these two fields already combined. The decision to split the Leeds name 

column into two fields could have been made, however this would have required 

more complexity and therefore a longer timescale, and although the consultants 

name is required, a split was not necessary so the decision to concatenate was 

made.  

 



The use of queries and report analysis is used to answer questions and relay this 

information in a simplified, readable format. (Ballard and others, 1998) the questions 

being, how many consultants have worked for the company for 5 or more years in 

the Leeds office in comparison to the Manchester and Liverpool offices? How many 

consultant have worked for the company for 10 or more years in the Leeds office in 

comparison to the Manchester and Liverpool offices? And how many consultants 

have started working for the company in the last year?  

 

So does the data warehouse fulfil the MD’s initial requirements? And are the queries 

and reports that have been produced useful for the MD? Yes, the MD can easily see 

how many consultants have worked for the company for 5 or more years in each of 

his three branches so he can compare statistics and reward his loyal consultants, he 

can also see all new starters, which he may want to offer benefit packages to.  

 

Although the query to determine consultants that have worked for the company for 

10 or more years was not demonstrated above, this could easily be accomplished by 

changing the number 5 to the number 10 in the first query.  

 

In order to show a range of outputs and allow the MD to answer the question, how 

many consultants have worked for the company for 10 or more years in each of his 

three branches? Two graphs were produced, one took a lead focus on the 

consultants themselves with their name and years of service outputted and the 

second took a lead on the location which would give the MD a visual way to detect 

which location has the most loyal staff.   

 

Thinking about the on-going maintenance, it is important to remember that data 

warehouses are rarely updated or deleted from, usually new data is just inserted at 

certain time intervals. In PlaceU’s case the initial data load is now complete and due 

to the MD wanting to look at figures on a yearly basis, it will be another financial year 

before new data will be added.   

 

A data warehouse is a useful tool to track history and attributes can be either 

historically significant or historically insignificant, in PlaceU’s case, a slowly changing 

dimension type 1 should be used due to the MD’s objectives making it not necessary 



to keep any historical data, all records will be overwritten if changes are made, 

however if for example the MD changed his objectives or requirements at a later 

date, which many people do, all historic data would be lost which is why a type 2 

slowly changing dimension has been implemented, although this does mean that the 

data will grow quickly and the query’s and reports will need to be slightly changed to 

avoid duplicates affecting the overall business results.  (Ross, 2015)     

 

In article 4 OLAP; online analytical processing has been used with excel in order to 

perform ad hoc analysis on PlaceU’s data in order to provide an insight into the 

company and aid in the decision making process. This is a quicker and simpler way 

of meeting the MD’s business objectives and is widely used in the industry. (OLAP, 

2016)    

 

In order for data warehouses to become useful it is important that both developers, 

users and managers all think systematically and determine the difference between 

what is required and what is desired. At the moment there is not anything else the 

MD required, however future plans, apart from expanding the mart into a fully-

fledged data warehouse, may include a comparison with competitor’s data which 

would need to be sourced online, purchased directly from a company or acquired 

from market research, and along with this, comes a whole new set of complications, 

but that is for another day. (Ballou and Tayi, 1999)    
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Article VII. Appendix  

 

Section 7.01 SAS Code 
 
libname placeu "/home/j.kennedy57580/sasuser.v94/placeu"; 

 

/*Create Tables*/ 

proc sql; 

CREATE TABLE placeu.dim_location( 

    location_id INTEGER NOT NULL, 

 location_name VARCHAR (255), 

 location_post VARCHAR (10), 

 CONSTRAINT pk_location PRIMARY KEY (location_id)  

); 

 

CREATE TABLE placeu.dim_time( 

    time_id    INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    year    INTEGER, 

 CONSTRAINT pk_time PRIMARY KEY (time_id) 

); 

 

CREATE TABLE placeu.dim_consultant( 

    consultant_id    INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    cst_name VARCHAR (255), 

 cst_start DATE, 

 cst_end DATE, 

 CONSTRAINT pk_con PRIMARY KEY (consultant_id) 

); 

 

CREATE TABLE placeu.FACT_reward( 

    reward_id INTEGER NOT NULL,  

    time_id    INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    location_id    INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    consultant_id    INTEGER NOT NULL, 

 days_of_service INTEGER, 

 months_of_service INTEGER, 

 years_of_service INTEGER, 

 CONSTRAINT pk_fact PRIMARY KEY (reward_id) 

); 

quit; 

 

 

/*Manual Insert Into Time Dimension*/ 

proc sql; 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (1, 2000); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (2, 2001); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (3, 2002); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (4, 2003); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (5, 2004); 



INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (6, 2005); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (7, 2006); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (8, 2007); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (9, 2008); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (10, 2009); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (11, 2010); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (12, 2011); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (13, 2012); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (14, 2013); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (15, 2014); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (16, 2015); 

INSERT INTO placeu.dim_time 

VALUES (17, 2016); 

quit; 

 

/*Consultant Staging Area*/ 

proc sql; 

Create table placeu.stagearea as select consultant_id, cst_name, 

cst_start, cst_end from placeu.lds_placeu; 

Create table placeu.stageareaMan as select consultant_id, catx(' 

',cst_fname, cst_sname) AS cst_name, cst_start, cst_end from 

placeu.mch_placeu;  

create table placeu.stageareaLiv as select consultant_id, catx(' 

',cst_fname, cst_sname) AS cst_name, cst_start, cst_end from 

placeu.lvp_placeu;  

quit; 

 

/*Merge Cleaned Consultant Data*/ 

data placeu.all_consultants; 

set placeu.stagearea placeu.stageareaMan placeu.stageareaLiv;  

run; 

 

/*Create Consultant Sequence & Remove Missing Values*/ 

data placeu.all_consultants; 

Set placeu.all_consultants; 

consultant_id = _N_; 

if (cst_end = .)  then cst_end = today(); 

run; 

 

/*Insert Into Consultant Dim*/ 

proc sql; 

insert into placeu.dim_consultant select consultant_id, cst_name, 

cst_start, cst_end from placeu.all_consultants; 

quit; 

 



/*Location Staging Area*/ 

proc sql; 

Create table placeu.placeu_location1 as select DISTINCT location_id, 

location_name, location_post from placeu.lds_placeu; 

Create table placeu.placeu_location2 as select DISTINCT location_id, 

location_name, location_post from placeu.mch_placeu; 

Create table placeu.placeu_location3 as select DISTINCT location_id, 

location_name, location_post from placeu.lvp_placeu; 

quit; 

 

/*Merge Cleaned Location Data*/ 

data placeu.placeu_locations; 

set placeu.placeu_location1 placeu.placeu_location2 

placeu.placeu_location3;  

run; 

 

/*Insert Into Location Dim*/ 

data placeu.dim_location ; 

set placeu.placeu_locations ; 

keep location_id location_name location_post; 

run;  

 

/*Re-Merge Cleaned Consultant & Location Data*/ 

proc sql; 

Create table placeu.merge1 as select consultant_id, location_id, 

cst_name, cst_start, cst_end from placeu.lds_placeu; 

Create table placeu.merge2 as select consultant_id, location_id, 

catx(' ',cst_fname, cst_sname) AS cst_name, cst_start, cst_end from 

placeu.mch_placeu;  

create table placeu.merge3 as select consultant_id, location_id, 

catx(' ',cst_fname, cst_sname) AS cst_name, cst_start, cst_end from 

placeu.lvp_placeu;  

quit; 

 

data placeu.all_consultants_remerge; 

set placeu.merge1 placeu.merge2 placeu.merge3;  

run; 

 

data placeu.all_consultants_remerge; 

Set placeu.all_consultants_remerge; 

consultant_id = _N_; 

if (cst_end = .)  then cst_end = today(); 

run; 

 

/*Reward Fact Staging Area*/ 

proc sql; 

CREATE TABLE placeu.fact_stage 

( 

    consultant_id INTEGER,  

 location_id INTEGER, 

 time_id INTEGER,  

    cst_start DATE, 

 cst_start_year INTEGER,  

 cst_end DATE, 

 days INTEGER, 

 months INTEGER, 



 years INTEGER 

); 

 

insert into placeu.fact_stage select dc.consultant_id, 

ld.location_id, dt.time_id, dc.cst_start, year(dc.cst_start) AS 

cst_start_year,  

dc.cst_end, datdif(dc.cst_start, dc.cst_end, 'act/act')AS days, 

INTCK('MONTH', dc.cst_start, dc.cst_end,'C') AS months, 

INTCK('YEAR', dc.cst_start, dc.cst_end,'C') AS years 

from placeu.dim_consultant dc, placeu.all_consultants_remerge acr, 

placeu.dim_time dt, placeu.dim_location ld 

WHERE dc.consultant_id = acr.consultant_id 

AND ld.location_id = acr.location_id 

AND dt.year = year(dc.cst_start); 

quit; 

 

/*Reward Fact Temp Table*/ 

proc sql; 

CREATE TABLE placeu.fact_temp 

( 

    consultant_id INTEGER,  

 location_id INTEGER, 

 time_id INTEGER,  

 days_of_service INTEGER, 

 months_of_service INTEGER, 

 years_of_service INTEGER 

); 

 

insert into placeu.fact_temp select consultant_id, location_id, 

time_id, days AS days_of_service, months AS months_of_service, years 

AS years_of_service  

from placeu.fact_stage 

group by consultant_id; 

 

quit; 

 

/*Create Reward Fact Sequence & Load Into Reward Fact*/ 

data placeu.FACT_reward; 

Set placeu.fact_temp; 

reward_id = _N_; 

run; 

 

/*Report 1 to look at the number of consultants that have worked for 

the company  

for 5+ years in the Leeds office in comparison to the Manchester and 

Liverpool offices*/ 

 

PROC   SQL; 

title 'Consultants 5+ Years'; 

select rf.consultant_id LABEL = "Consultant ID", cd.cst_name LABEL = 

"Consultant Name",  

ld.location_name LABEL = "Office Location", rf.years_of_service 

LABEL = "Years of Service" 

from placeu.FACT_reward rf, placeu.dim_consultant cd, 

placeu.dim_location ld 

where rf.consultant_id = cd.consultant_id 



and rf.location_id = ld.location_id 

and rf.years_of_service >= 5 

order by rf.years_of_service; 

quit ; 

 

/* Set Graphics Environment */                                                                                                       

goptions reset=all border cback=white htext=10pt htitle=12pt;                                                                            

                                                                                                                                         

/* Create Data Set for Graph */    

 

proc sql; 

CREATE TABLE placeu.consultant_graph 

( 

    cst_name varchar (255),  

 years_of_service INTEGER 

); 

 

insert into placeu.consultant_graph select c.cst_name, 

r.years_of_service  

from placeu.FACT_reward r, placeu.dim_consultant c 

where r.consultant_id = c.consultant_id; 

 

quit; 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                         

/*Titles and Labels*/                                                                                                            

axis1 label=('Consultants');                                                                                                                        

axis2 label=('Years Of Service');                                                                                           

title1 'Consultants Years of Service';                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                         

/* Create Graph */                                                                                                                   

proc gchart data=placeu.consultant_graph;                                                                                                                      

hbar cst_name/ maxis=axis1 raxis=axis2 nostats                                                                                         

sumvar=years_of_service;                                                                                       

run;                                                                                                                                     

    

/*Report 2 to look at the number of consultants that have started 

working for the company over the last year*/ 

PROC   SQL; 

title 'Consultants New Starters'; 

select rf.consultant_id LABEL = "Consultant ID", cd.cst_name LABEL = 

"Consultant Name",  

ld.location_name LABEL = "Office Location", cd.cst_start LABEL = 

"Start Date" 

from placeu.FACT_reward rf, placeu.dim_consultant cd, 

placeu.dim_location ld 

where rf.consultant_id = cd.consultant_id 

and rf.location_id = ld.location_id 

and cd.cst_start between "01jan15"d and today() 

order by rf.consultant_id; 

quit ; 

 

/* Set Graphics Environment */  

goptions reset=all border cback=white  

         htitle=12pt htext=10pt;   

 



/* Create Data Set for Graph */    

 

proc sql; 

CREATE TABLE placeu.consultant_plot 

( 

    consultant_id INTEGER,  

 years_of_service INTEGER, 

 location_name VARCHAR (255) 

); 

 

insert into placeu.consultant_plot select c.consultant_id, 

r.years_of_service, l.location_name  

from placeu.FACT_reward r, placeu.dim_consultant c, 

placeu.dim_location l 

where r.consultant_id = c.consultant_id 

and r.location_id = l.location_id; 

 

quit; 

 

/*Titles and Labels*/  

title1 'Consultants Years of Service by Location'; 

axis1 order = (1 to 33 by 1);  

axis2 order=(1 to 16 by 1); 

symbol1 interpol=join value=dot height=1.7;   

 

/* Create Graph */  

proc gplot data= placeu.consultant_plot; 

plot years_of_service*consultant_id=location_name / hminor=9; 

run; 

 

 

 


